
 FIPVT     Fishery     Database     Process 
 This     process     narrative     is     a     written     description     of     the     process     that     describes     in     detail     the     steps     undertaken 
 in     building     a     fishery     database     for     Fip     Vung     Tau. 

 1.  Process     definition     and     its     scope 
 The     process     we     are     documenting     is     information     related     to     multispecies     trawl     fishery     that     is     offloaded     at 
 landing     ports     in     the     province     of     Ba     Ria     Vung     Tau     in     Vietnam     and     the     following     production     of     fishmeal     and 
 delivery     at     feed     factories. 
 This     process     has     as     purpose     to     trace     back     fishmeal     bought     by     feed     companies     to     where     and     when     the 
 source     fish     material     is     caught     and     the     actors     involved     in     this     chain     of     events. 
 The     detailed     data     will     be     available     for     auditors     of     fishmeal     certification     standards     so     fishmeal     FIP 
 partners     may     be     able     to     be     an     accepted     site     in     the     MarinTrust     Improver     Program. 
 The     resources     necessary     are: 

 ●  Software:     KoboToolbox,     Airtable,     QGIS,     …; 
 ●  Consultancy     from     data     collection     and     visualisation     expert; 
 ●  Consultancy     from     fishery     expert; 
 ●  Times     and     fees     for     developing     and     filling     the     data     collection     tools     and     database; 
 ●  Training     for     future     data     collectors. 

 2.  Steps     in     the     process 
 The     steps     in     the     process     from     fishery     to     fishmeal     delivery     are: 

 a.  The     fishing     vessel     leaves     a     port     and     drives     to     a     chosen     fishing     ground; 
 b.  The     fishing     vessel     starts     fishing     in     various     hauls     at     various     moments     and     locations; 
 c.  The     Transshipment     vessel     leaves     the     port     (not     always     transshipment); 
 d.  Fish     is     transferred     at     a     chosen     location     at     sea     from     fishing     vessel     to     transshipment     vessel; 
 e.  Transhipment     vessel     arrives     at     landing     port; 
 f.  The     fish     is     unloaded     and     weighed     and     graded     in     commercial      groups     by     a     port     official; 
 g.  Fishmeal     company     agrees     with     trader     which     commercial     groups     they     buy     (the     batch); 
 h.  Batch     is     transported     in     trucks     to     and     received     by     the     fishmeal     factory; 
 i.  Fishmeal     is     produced     at     the     factory     in     various     lots     and     bagged; 
 j.  Fishmeal     is     transported     in     trucks     to     and     received     by     the     feed     factory. 

 Often     the     fishmeal     factory     is     able     to     acquire     the     documents     related     to     the     steps     a-f,     from     fishing     to 
 landing     port,     but     it     is     not     within     their     absolute     control.     They     depend     on     the     information     given     to     them     by 
 the     trader/transshipment     vessel     owner     or     captain     and/or     port     authorities. 
 Fishing     information     is     now     collected     second     handedly,     meaning     from     the     transshipment     vessel     and     not 
 the     fishing     vessel     itself.     When     there     is     access     to     the     fishing     logbook     and/or     real     time     data     recorded     by     an 
 app     and     camera,     fishing     data      becomes     more     reliable. 
 Steps     g-j     are     all     within     the     control     of     the     fishmeal     factories     and     traceability     should     be     easily     established. 

 3.  Entities     involved     in     the     process 
 ●  Port     authorities     that     register     the     exit     of     a     vessel     from     a     port; 
 ●  Fishing     vessel     owner     that     decides     when     to     leave     the     port; 
 ●  Fishing     vessel     captain     that     decides      when     and     where     to     fish; 
 ●  Transshipment     vessel     owner     that     decides     to     buy     at     sea     from     a     fishing     vessel; 
 ●  Transshipment     vessel     captain     that     collects     the     fishing     and     transfer     data; 
 ●  Port     authorities     that     register     the     entry     of     a     vessel     and     grade     and     weigh     the     cargo     fish; 
 ●  Trader     that     sells     selected     fish     to     a     fishmeal     company     and     arranges     transport     to     the     factory; 
 ●  Fishmeal     factory     manager     that     receives     the     raw     material     and     produces     fishmeal     in     traceable     way; 
 ●  Feed     factory     manager     that     buys     and     receives     the     fishmeal. 

 4.  Exceptions     to     the     normal     process     flow 
 ●  In     most     cases     there     is     a     transfer     of     caught     fish     at     sea     from     a     fishing     vessel     to     a     transshipment 

 vessel.     Occasionally     a     fishing     vessel     comes     to     port     to     unload     itself. 
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 ●  During     the     production     of     fishmeal,     sometimes     different     sources     are     mixed     depending     on     the 

 required     protein     content     of     the     fishmeal. 
 ●  Transshipment     vessel     owner     and     the     trader     in     the     port     may     be     one     and     the     same     person. 

 5.  Control     points 
 ●  During     difficult     and     stressful     moments     of     bringing     in     the     net,     it     may     not     always     be     easy     to     enter 

 reliable     data     of     time     and     location.     An     app,     perhaps     in     combination     with     a     camera,     may     be     more 
 reliable; 

 ●  Fishing     information     documented     by     a     transshipment     vessel     is     probably     copied     from     the     fishing 
 vessel     logbook     and     prone     to     errors.     Direct     data     from     the     fishing     vessel     may     be     more     reliable; 

 ●  Unloaded     fish     is     graded     at     port     arrival     by     a     different     port     official     each     time     with     different 
 interpretation.     Standardisation     of     grading     into     commercial     groups,     sampling     and     images     may     prove 
 helpful; 

 ●  Fishmeal     may     get     mixed     up     unintentionally     at     and     after     the     production     process.     A     standard     system 
 of     coding/numbering     produced     bags     may     be     necessary. 

 6.  Review     and     test     of     the     process 
 On     the     pages     below     the     design     and     first     entry     of     data     is     shown. 

 Fig.     How     data     is     presented     on     Google     Earth 
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